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Another beautiful day in London and an expectant room full of future-focused and perhaps fearless 

leaders awaiting the next instalment in the Benchmark for Business ongoing story of people, 

leadership and work.  That we all assemble for a day of stimulating food for thought is testament to 

the impact these events have. Times are busy; demands are many. Yet this kind of event is the 

continued energiser to our determined souls and creative minds. 

One such creative mind is futurist and imaginer (!) David Smith.  To start our day with what he 

described as a “firehose of information”.  Ah the smell of an information napalming in the morning! 

David followed MD Bob MacKenzie’s warm welcome via a mention of David’s latest exploits talking 

to 600 leaders in Iran about the future.  The world is an unpredictable and intriguing place. 

As fellow futurist Magnus Lindkvist says, those 3 words IN THE FUTURE are three of the most 

alluring words In the English language. 

David began with a call - we are in need of a supreme tuned-in understanding about the challenge of 

that changing world. 

We would also cover a key descriptor of our role as business leaders in facing that challenge through 

the lens of being an Entrepreneur; Leader; Manager in varying combinations. How are we equipped 

and how do we manage Today; Tomorrow and the Future. An attempt to codify how we look at our 

future direction without it feeling too complicated or too far away to envision. 

Manager: effectively manage capability (for now) 

Leaders: plan for tomorrow, strong on people and good on behaviours. 

Entrepreneurs: dream about the future. Strong on ideas and brilliant at vision. Live for change, ideas 

and innovation. 

How good are we at envisioning the future? 

Planes: and an unbelievable Marshall Ferdinand Foch quote. “Airplanes are interesting toys but of no 

military value”.  How wrong can we be. 

David had one person to blame for our fast, unpredictable world and the deluge of information - also 

known as data - we now have: Alexander Graham Bell and the telephone. Were it not for this 

disruptive technology, we’d all lead quieter, more predictable lives (maybe). 

There’s the fascinating story of the tin can.  It took us 48 years before we invented the can opener.  

Can you imagine that today?   
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The Society of actuaries conducted some research into the phenomenon of the decline in public 

companies’ value - 60% on strategic risk; 30% operational risk; 10% financial risk.   

“The assumptions on which the organisation has been built and is being run no longer fit reality” 

Only 71 companies remain on the Fortune 500 from 1955 origins. 

We hear a litany of phrases every time a speaker gives us their view on the world: Globalisation; 

Technology; Environment; Changes in Work; Demographics and People;  

Let’s look into this though and view some trends and let the firehose begin. 

Trends 

● UK ageing: 10m 65s+ which will double by 2050 

● By 2150 there will be 10bn of us on the planet with the biggest increased population                                                          

in developing countries 

● 24% of the current population and 33% of the world Islamic by 2050 (Crescent rating 

akin to Trip Advisor is now a huge business leverage - Halal and Islamic-friendly 

hotels, restaurants etc).  It is an economy worth $30trillion by 2050 from $3trillion 

today. 

● $67 trillion is the state of the GDP of the world; set to treble over the next 40 years.  

Double within the next 20 years. 

● Developing over emerging economies.  6 of 10 of fastest growing economies are 

from Africa.  Population head: French most spoken language in sub-saharan Africa.  

Learning English or Chinese?  Think again.  French. 

● China - number 2 insurance market in 10 years with largest Christian population in 

the world.  230 million people. 

● 100 million people moving towards middle class every year.  Potential 1m per year 

new customers.  Middle class consumption and behaviour.  Philippines fastest 

growing income per capita in the world. 

● Over 60s - 22% to 33% mature economies - 9% to 20% developing world 

● 25% of China’s people over 65 

● 30% of Japan over 60 - 64 countries will be in the same position by 2050 - driving 

robotics as aids to older people. 

● If you were born today - you will almost definitely reach 80 but life expectancy could 

be past 110. 
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Demographics: 

● one in 6 over 65 : by 2030 5.5m over 65; by 2020 over 70. 

● 20% don’t expect to retire.   

● 36% of UK working population will be aged over 50.   

● 2028 1 in 4 UK employees could work until they’re 70.   

● 35% of UK workers not contributing to any savings. 

● Silverpreneurs:  SMEs in 2020 will be 1m more today.  Half the self employed are 

over 50. 

● Aubrey de Grey http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aubrey_de_Grey prophecies of age as 

a disease and  

● Robert Freitas - Institute of Molecular Manufacturing 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Freitas_ 

 

Work 

McKinsey announced the “productivity imperative”.  Most organisations improve to power 

economic growth.  

Standardise for efficiency whilst personalisation of services / products is now critical.   

40% of work now is non-routine work from 25% in 2010. Complex/thoughtful and creative work.  

Automating more junior work is already underway. 

● By 2015 60% of available jobs require skills held by 20% 

● In 2025 44% of EU jobs will be highly skilled.  11% will be low skilled. 

● Technology will automate a third of UK jobs in 20 years.   

● 60% of CEOs believe smart machines to be a futurist fantasy.  How do you ascend 

without doing the junior work? 

● More migration to cities; tech, digitisation of knowledge and connection; 

demographic changes and needs. 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aubrey_de_Grey
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Freitas_
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Portfolio working :  

● 83% of millennials say freelancing is a part of their career strategy 

● 79% of HR Execs believe employees will have multiple careers by 2018 

● 2020 45% of US will be portfolio working. 

 

Thomas Frey predicts that 2bn jobs will go by 2030 = 75% unemployment by 2100 in a computer 

dominated world.  Yet there are a plethora of new jobs that are difficult to conceive even now: 

New Jobs 

● Body Part Maker 

● Nano-medic 

● Farmer of genetically engineered crops and livestock 

● Old Age Wellness Manager/Consultant Specialist 

● Memory Augmentation Surgeon 

● New Science Ethicist 

● Vertical Farmer 

● Climate Change Reversal Specialist 

● Quarantine Enforcer 

● Weather Modification Police 

● Virtual Lawyer 

● Avatar Manager 

● Virtual Teachers 

● Alternative Vehicle Developers 

● Narrowcasters 

● Waste Data Handler 

● Virtual Clutter Organiser 

● Time Broker/Time Bank Trader 
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● Social “Networking” Worker 

● Personal Branders 

 

John Maynard Keynes said it best - “the difficulty lies not so much in developing new ideas but in 

escaping from old ones.” 

In looking at work, strategy and the construct of business in the future, amazingly, Michael Porter’s 5 

forces still apply but the future perhaps has a need for an enhanced focus on the buyers in an open 

and interconnected world not part of Porter’s when he first created his model. 

Modern working and future working is about reinvention - reconfigured relationships; mash-up 

business models; consumer is increasingly the powerful force; and innovation as a key differentiator. 

 

Prepare to be astounded. 

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 (quintillion) bits of data are created every 4 days via 

Google.   

It is widely understood that brain to brain transfer/connection will be achieved by 2025-27. 

Most Chief Information Officers say change is coming too fast. They simply cannot keep up.  

Information and Digital Technology runs 3-5 times faster than another technology at work: 

Management. 

Automation and Artificial Intelligence: the fruits of engagement in these areas are being seen.  In 5 

years’ time, normal discussions using automation as a technology will become even more efficient.  

Predictive analytics will take data from all sources and make sense of it including sentiment and / or 

soft data not just hard. 

Will the UK as a player be able to keep up?  The UK has a strongly evident creative “gene”.  If we 

believe in ourselves, create the right networks of people; tech and media.  Blend the smart thinkers; 

designers and engineers.  We have a real chance. 

The Strategy Playbook was:  Lower costs; differentiated; focus 

New Strategy Playbook is: Agility.  Foresight.  Reduce risk and exploit change. 

Innovation continues to be a much sought-after commodity.  Yet only 25% of executive leaders feel 

they have effective innovators in their company.  85% of the same executives say internal complexity 

is their ultimate brake on sustainable growth, not a lack of market opportunities. 

There is a clear need to rework processes - restructuring and creating new management thinking.  

Collaboration and culture are seen as the most critical aspects in this. 
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It was felt that future conversations can galvanise thoughts across organisations.  Derive the right 

manager definitions for this new age in work/business.  It goes something like this: 

Organise for performance & customer satisfaction.  Disorganise for renewal & innovation 

You can’t lead to go nowhere.  No change will leave you with 70-90% management of ever outdated 

orthodoxies.  The perceived wisdom is to shift that to be about 70-90% leadership of renewable 

change. 

Purpose trumps all; vision negates the need for rules. 

And in closing: don’t give entrepreneurs something to run - using the horizons - lifecycles undulate 

and come and go so move between being a leader, manager, entrepreneur in accordance with that 

cycle. 

 

 

 

 

Adrian Gilpin - Unstoppable: the Pathway to Living.   

Adrian started our afternoon session after our blast of insight from David with a gentle and almost 

calming opening.  “Fearless Leadership” he said “was inside the science of creating a fearless 

enterprise”.   He would let us know what he had found in his work with many organisations and 

leaders including IBM - around the spirit of fearlessness. 

He recounted his own experiences being told he couldn’t set-up up an institute. “You can’t do this”: 

he was told.  And he refused to believe it.  Is that true? Adrian would ask himself over and again.   

Adrian asked “Are you chasing or attracting success?” 

He explained beautifully that the common mind-set is: Get > Do > Be. You had to get stuff in order to 

do stuff in order to then be something. 

He flipped it to his discovery of the Fearless mind-set: Be > Do > Get. You had to conceive what you 

wanted to be, in order to do the things needed for success in order to get the role, position, 

enterprise, impact whatever you originally conceived. 

There’s a choice in how you enter a situation: with a “front” and with confidence.  Don’t see the 

fearful 5 year old.  Most of us are too worried about what people think and awash with negative goal 

setting.  I don’t want to flop at this or fail to do that. 

Adrian restated that fearlessness - in his experience - is a choice: Echoing Martin Seligman - 

individuals can choose the way they think. 
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It did though require a huge dollop of passion: I have been stringing and restringing my instrument 

while the song I came to sing remains unsung a quote that hugely resonated with Adrian and 

resulted in many tweets from others. 

It needs a connection: Out beyond ideas of wrong-doing and right-doing there is a field. I will meet 

you there.  Fearlessness often needs that place, time and right people to congregate. 

Authenticity is when we understand our “Island of current reality” and whether we have the heart 

and stomach for the journeys to success; fulfilment; etc. across uncharted or dangerous seas to 

other islands.   

It is sometimes in those stepping back moments that fearless leadership starts.  We have a huge 

array of holding back actions and this is captured brilliantly by Benjamin Zander: 

http://www.ted.com/talks/benjamin_zander_on_music_and_passion?language=en . 

Adrian shared the art of storytelling and that there are really only 2 different stories: I can’t and I 

can. 

We played Nought and Crosses / Tic tac toe with some rules.  And we defaulted to the rules we 

already knew and not the ones we were presented with.  How interesting that we are often so quick 

to jump to a conclusion based on a formed pattern when we haven’t really reflected on what’s in 

front of us and what’s been set for us THIS TIME.  Not last time, but this time. 

Indeed Adrian reminded us that 85% of thoughts are a repeat from previous week’s thought and 

that champion players notice their thinking more than others. 

Think of it as flicking a rubber band.  Make sure you use the tension energy you have created in 

stretching the band, but ensure you let go of the right end of it. 

We then dove into the Pathfinder Storyboard - a chance to really explore goals and our past, present 

and future. 

PAST 

What memories / experiences can I draw on (Positive stories) 

What negative memories or experiences could still be having an influence (Negative stories) 

PRESENT 

What resources do I have already? 

What is stopping me? 

FUTURE 

What do I want? 

http://www.ted.com/talks/benjamin_zander_on_music_and_passion?language=en
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What am I worried or anxious might happen? 

 

Vision: Passion: Belief.   Critical factors in the pathfinder story and the strength of fearless 

leadership. 

The phrase Adrian used “Who am I being that my players’ eyes are not shining.” 

We watched the clip from The Empire Strikes Back where Yoda is training Luke Skywalker.  The 

known orthodoxies Luke works to creates a lack of belief in the power - his power - using the force.  

Belief in the force. The force in belief. 

And finally we were reminded of The Hero’s Journey - the basic foundation of all stories - popularised 

by the work of Joseph Campbell. 

Wikipedia describes it as: - 

In narratology and comparative mythology, the monomyth, or the hero's journey is the common 

template of a broad category of tales that involve a hero going on an adventure, and in a decisive 

crisis wins a victory, and then comes home changed or transformed.[1] 

The concept was introduced by Joseph Campbell in The Hero with a Thousand Faces (1949), who 

described the basic narrative pattern as follows: 

A hero ventures forth from the world of common day into a region of supernatural wonder: fabulous 

forces are there encountered and a decisive victory is won: the hero comes back from this mysterious 

adventure with the power to bestow boons on his fellow man. 

Fearless leadership is about the stories, the discovery, the belief.   

Fearless leadership is in all of us. 

 

Perry Timms 

Director & Founder - People & Transformational HR Ltd. 

April 2015 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monomyth#cite_note-monomyth-website-1

